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FADE IN: 

THE MEETING 

The wind breezed as the leaves of the trees howled in 
response. The night sky grew a thick darkness and veiled 
the surroundings with a glazed fog. 

TIARA 

(whispers) It’s too quiet. Who are we 
supposed to be meeting again? 

DARC 

The others. It’s my first night as one of 
The Seven so I’m not quite sure what’s 
supposed to be happening. I just know I 
don’t like this place. 

TIARA 

Same. My mother just told me this long 
story about The Seven and that it’s an 
important part of my destiny. 

DARC 

Destiny, am I right? 

TIARA 

I don’t know anymore. But anyone who meets 
in a foggy forest in the middle of the 
night is shady to me. 

The veil of fog begins to lift. 

DARC 

Because…that’s supposed to happen right? 

TIARA 

I have no idea. 

DARC 

Okay, I’m done. 

TIARA 

Wait, what? 
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(Parenthetical information) 

DARC 

I’m starting to have mixed feelings about 
all this. 

TIARA 

Well, just relax okay? Our parents 
wouldn’t set us up for anything 
dangerous…right? 

DARC 

You haven’t met my parents… 

TIARA 

I uh… 

Footsteps are heard as the two turn around and see a 
mysterious black human-shaped figure approach from out of 
the brush. 

FIGURE 

You’ve come. 

TIARA 

Of course we have (turns to DARC) 

DARC is slowly creeping away. 

TIARA 

Hey! Where are you going?! 

DARC 

(turns slightly) Uh…I said I’m done. 

DARC turns back around to continue sneaking off as the 
figure is now in front of DARC. 

DARC 

What the hell?! 

FIGURE 

You’ve mistaken your circumstances. This 
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(continued) is not a matter of choice. You 
both have been chosen to become one of us. 

TIARA 

Who exactly is us? 

FIGURE 

I…am SHADE. One of the Seven. 

DARC 

Alright SHADE (steps back a few steps) 
what exactly are the Seven? 

SHADE 

We are an ancient order dating back 
several centuries. We hunt. 

TIARA 

Hunt…? 

DARC 

Yes, elaborate por favor 

SHADE 

All those stories you were told when you 
were a child, are true. We hunt, demons. 

DARC 

Demons?! And you chose us?! 

TIARA 

Bro, we just got out of college and you 
want us to hunt demons? 

SHADE 

The blood in both of your veins are 
descended from ancient demon hunters, and 
with that you are afforded special gifts 
and physical attributes. There was one 
particular myth that your parents, I’m 
sure, were very keen on repeating over and 
over during your childhoods. 
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TIARA 

Okay…so I’m officially freaked. 

DARC 

Hey, where’s my membership card TIARA? 

TIARA 

My mother always read to me as a child the 
story of the legendary ninja clan, Koga. 

DARC 

Wait, you’re not believing this are you? 

TIARA 

You’re telling me, your parents never read 
you any tales? 

DARC 

(sighs) My parents repeatedly read to me 
the story of the Vampire Hunters. 

SHADE 

This is both of your destinies. DARC, you 
are descended from the DHAMPIR family. And 
you TIARA…are a HATTORI. 

DARC & TIARA 

Ehhhh?! 

SHADE 

It’s time to meet the Seven. I am, Shade 
Helsing. 

Four other figures emerge from the shadows. A man straight 
out of the Victorian era cloaked in a silk mantle steps 
forward. 

SHADE 

DHAMPIR DARC, HATTORI TIARA…our expert on 
all things lycanthropic, DILANE ALUCARD. 
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ALUCARD 

A pleasure I’m sure. (bows) 

Another hooded figure reveals herself in the trees 
crouching in concealment with a bow and quiver saddled upon 
her shoulder. 

SHADE 

Our resident sniper, expert scout and 
leading scientist on the study of Kafka, 
or in your terms “wendigo”, VALE ARTEMIS. 

ARTEMIS 

(tips cowl and continues to scout the 
perimeter) 

SHADE points to a figure clad in black leather, lace and 
silver buckle and belts—lined with silver fur lining. 

SHADE 

Expert in mysticism, dark arts and our 
best magi, SIL MERLIN. 

A rugged and tall individual stomps out of the brush 
dragging a hulking sword behind him, appears. 

SHADE 

That…is ISKANDER. 

ISKANDER (CHRIS) 

What’s your deal, HELSING? Can’t pronounce 
my name? 

SHADE 

(sighs) VALOROUS (pauses while ISKANDER 
smirks) ISKANDER. 

ISKANDER 

Valorous Iskander! Good to meet you 
ladies! (picks up TIARA’S hand) Oh such 
delicate and fragile mittens… 

ISKANDER leans in to kiss TIARA’S hand as SHADE smacks him 
on the head. TIARA blushes. 
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ISKANDER 

What’s your damage HELSING?! 

SHADE 

Focus. 

ISKANDER drops the hand slowly and walks away to lean on a 
big tree. The massive oak gives a little as he leans in. 

TIARA 

So what does he do? 

SHADE 

Valorous? He’s just him. 

ISKANDER 

Hey! Helsing! Properly! 

SHADE 

(sighs) He is our fabled Berserker. 
(ISKANDER smirks) And he is quite 
proficient in dispatching trolls and 
beasts of an odd sized nature. 

ISKANDER 

Hahaha! That’s right! No one gets passed 
me! 

DARC 

Okay, so let’s say we believe you right 
now. Who are we? 

ARTEMIS 

(interrupts) You both carry the blood of 
our most fabled warriors. HATTORI HANZO of 
the Koga Ninja Clan was our most skilled 
assassin. He was the Seven’s main operator 
when it came to killing demons of a high 
nobility. They are heavily guarded and are 
as strong as 10 trolls. 
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TIARA 

Right…so—that’s me. (giggles) 

MERLIN 

And you little duckling… (DARC points to 
herself) carry the blood of DHAMPIR. The 
famous vampire hunter family. Descended 
from a hybrid progeny, they could walk the 
day and night while retaining a Vampire’s 
strength, speed and senses. 

DARC 

You don’t understand, I struggled putting 
on my pants this morning. 

SHADE 

Your abilities will manifest themselves 
over time. It is different for everyone. 
The most important thing is that we start 
you on your basic combat training, so that 
you understand how to better utilize those 
abilities when they come. 

A growl ambushes the group as a large Lycan leaps out of 
the brush and lunges at DARC. DARC falls to the ground and 
gasps for air, as an arrow strikes the Lycan in the chest. 
The Lycan falls to the ground as ALUCARD flips and lands 
gracefully onto the Lycan’s chest. 

ALUCARD 

Poor soul. I release you. 

ALUCARD thrusts a silver dagger into the heart of the 
beast. The beast turns back into a man and bleeds out 
underneath ALUCARD. ALUCARD steps off and cleans the dagger 
with a cloth. 

ALUCARD 

Such fine silverware, always getting 
bloody. 

SHADE looks at ARTEMIS as she nods and then to ALUCARD as 
he nods. 
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SHADE 

Ladies. Welcome to the Seven. 

FADE OUT: 

 

FADE IN: 

THE MANOR 

The Seven are walking down a large hall laden with antique 
adornments and decorations. It is almost as if they are in 
a medieval castle. 

TIARA 

Where are we? 

DARC 

This looks like a place I could totally 
destroy. 

ARTEMIS 

We are in the halls of the Seven. Behave 
you two. We are about to be in the 
presence of royalty. 

DARC 

Royalty? Isn’t this country a democracy? 

SHADE 

It is. But the order operates solely with 
the two figureheads of nobility. 

ISKANDER 

Watch your tongue! We don’t want to 
disrespect the family! 

DARC 

Relax vigorous. 

ISKANDER 

It’s Valorous! 
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MERLIN 

Can it you two. 

MERLIN waves her hands elegantly forming a symbol in the 
air in front of her and whispers an incantation as the 
doors to the audience chamber opens. 

DARC 

What the hell?! 

TIARA 

Dude, that was totally magic just now. 

DARC 

I’m glad you’re here TIARA, otherwise I’d 
be totally lost. 

TIARA 

(smirks) You love it. 

ALUCARD 

Chin up you two. We are about to meet the 
Heads of the Order. The Nobles. 

The Seven walk into the audience chamber with a line of 
servants all bowing to the Seven and greeting their 
entrance. Up ahead they see a beautiful woman, with locks 
of gold, adorned with a crown of jewels, and pigeons 
perched on her throne. Beside her a beautiful young lady 
with flowing brown hair down to her waist, in a flowing 
silk white dress all the way to the ground, holding a cat 
in her embrace with two more beside her. 

DARC 

Holy crap…we’re in Ace Venture’s castle. 

SHADE 

(ahem) QUEEN VALEERA, PRINCESS RIEKO…may I 
present to you the next in line of the 
HATTORI and DHAMPIR families. DARC 
DHAMPIR, and HATTORI TIARA. 

QUEEN VALEERA looks DARC and TIARA up and down as though 
she was analyzing their look and studying their every 
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reaction. DARC looked down with her hands behind her back, 
swaying her body to and fro. TIARA stared straight back at 
the QUEEN and waved enthusiastically. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

This is the next DHAMPIR? 

SHADE 

Yes, your highness. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

Well then. Stand-offish. Bold. Sarcastic. 
A proclivity for self-harm. I believe I’ve 
got it all. 

RIEKO 

Mother! How can you be so forthright? 

RIEKO walks up to DARC and grabs her hand and smiles to 
her. DARC returns the gaze as RIEKO hugs DARC. RIEKO 
suddenly balls at the eyes and squeezes DARC tightly. 

RIEKO 

She’s so fluffy! 

QUEEN VALEERA 

(sighs) And you…the next HATTORI. You’re 
awfully spunky. 

TIARA 

Hmmm…I don’t have much choice in the 
matter. 

SHADE 

(ahem) 

TIARA 

…uhh…your highness. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

My word. These two are quite classy. 
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SHADE 

Apologies your majesty. They are indeed 
green, but with the right training we can 
use their youth to our advantage. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

I suppose you’re right, HELSING. 

RIEKO 

(sparkles) You always have a great 
outlook, SHADE! 

SHADE 

(blushes) T-Thank you, my lady. 

ALUCARD steps forward. 

RIEKO 

(blushes) DILANE! 

RIEKO jumps up and hugs DILANE. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

My word! Enough, RIEKO! 

RIEKO 

Sorry mother. (wink wonks DILANE) 

ALUCARD smiles back and bows to PRINCESS RIEKO. 

ALUCARD 

Your highness if would behoove you to 
allow me to undertake DARC’s training. As 
a lycanthropy master; I’m quite possibly 
the best candidate for the job. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

Absolutely. I think- 

The QUEEN is interrupted by a shadowy figure landing beside 
her. 
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QUEEN VALEERA 

Goodness, NEDAIN! You almost scared my 
pigeons away! 

NEDAIN 

(still kneeling) Apologies, your grace. I 
had to intrude. 

RIEKO 

What is it NEDAIN? 

NEDAIN 

Allow me to introduce myself. I am NEDAIN 
CASTOLIN. I was DIARA DHAMPIR’s squire and 
I have much knowledge that could be useful 
for DARC. 

SHADE 

That’s actually a great point, NEDAIN. I 
suggest DARC take up knowledge training 
with NEDAIN and combat training with 
ALUCARD. 

DARC 

(pointing at NEDAIN and trembling) Oh my 
god, you guys. It’s a fucking Elf! 

NEDAIN looks up bemused at DARC and walks up to DARC. 

NEDAINE 

You’re going to have to start getting used 
to the EXTRAWORLD. We have Elves, 
Vampires, Angels, Demons, Werewolves, 
Trolls, Titans, Succubus, Witches, Wizards 
and the whole lot of them. 

TIARA 

How are none of these things in the news? 

SHADE 

Thanks to the EXTRAWORLD’s power of 
Allusion, most of these demons and 
creatures assume the form of humans. But 
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in contrast we have the ability to sense 
their presence and extract their true 
forms. 

NEDAIN 

Once we extract the true form, MERLIN 
creates an extradimensional barrier that 
separates the real world from the 
EXTRAWORLD. Within this limited space, we 
must eliminate our enemies with swiftness. 

DARC 

NEDAIN, are you not a part of the Seven? 

ALUCARD 

He is not part of the Seven families of 
demon hunters. He acts as a liaison 
between the families and the Elf Lords of 
ALDRASSIL. 

TIARA 

What do the Elf Lords of ALDRASSIL do? 

NEDAIN 

My mother: Elf Lord VALERY CASTOLIN tells 
me that their job is to keep the demons at 
bay. 

DARC 

At bay? 

QUEEN VALEERA 

We have one prime directive here at the 
Order. To eliminate all demons that infest 
the human world. But the demons come from 
a certain place. 

RIEKO 

They all come from BENEATHLAND. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

(cough) That is lovely my dear but the 
actual term is HELLMOUTH. 
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SHADE 

Her majesty RIEKO is perpetually in a 
state of optimism and thus cannot afford 
to utter words. So she calls it 
BENEATHLAND. 

DARC 

I was starting to think the demons lost 
their touch. 

NEDAIN 

So…the Elf Lords are constantly doing 
battle at the HELLMOUTH. It is our 
vanguard so to speak. When a demon 
breaches the HELLMOUTH they will report to 
me and I in turn will deliver the missions 
to QUEEN VALEERA. 

SHADE 

The only reason the Elves can afford to be 
the front lines is because they are demi-
mortal beings. 

DARC 

Demi-mortal? Aren’t they like classically 
immortal? 

NEDAIN 

On the contrary. We do not age, and cannot 
die in our sleep. But we can be killed 
just like any other human. Our demi-
mortality affords us long lives and 
extraordinary stamina. 

TIARA 

Wait, I read this is a Tolkien book! The 
race blessed with long life! The Dunedain! 

NEDAIN 

That copycat doesn’t deserve his 
accolades. 
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DARC 

You mean that was named after you!? 

NEDAINE nods. 

TIARA 

So you met Tolkien?! 

QUEEN VALEERA interrupts them suddenly with an abrupt 
cough. 

QUEEN VALEERA 

That is enough for now. I’m sure our new 
recruits are overwhelmed by all of this 
information. 

TIARA 

I love it! 

DARC 

Do you guys have any ramen? 

RIEKO 

Dinner will be served shortly. For now 
(snaps finger) you’ll retire to your 
chambers to rest and get acclimated with 
your situation. (smiles) 

FADE OUT: 

FADE IN: 

A servant of QUEEN VALEERA drops DARC and TIARA off at a 
medium sized room, fully furnished with beds, desks and 
even a large monitor in the corner. 

DARC 

(walks in and picks up a dialing device) 
Well, at least we’ve got cable. 

TIARA 

Oh, oh! Is it a Smart TV? 
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DARC 

A what? 

TIARA 

(grabs device and starts pressing buttons) 
Let’s watch Himouto! Umaru! 

DARC 

Uhhh… 

The monitor powers on but the only image that displays is a 
blank screen. 

DARC 

I knew it. They couldn’t trust us even 
with television. 

TIARA 

Eh? I’m sure it’s just the wrong input 
source. 

HELSING (hereafter SHADE) walks by and stops at the 
threshold of the room and leans on the frame crossing his 
arms. 

SHADE 

Who exactly are you dialing to? 

DARC 

TIARA wants to watch some cartoon. 

SHADE 

(smirks) That is a communication terminal. 

TIARA 

(turns suddenly) what?! 

SHADE 

It allows you to dial into anywhere in the 
facility as well as receive from anywhere 
in the facility. It’s much more effective 
than running around yelling “Alert!” or 
“Suit up!” 
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DARC 

Ah, an Avengers reference…I can dig it. 

SHADE 

I’m sorry? 

DARC 

Nothing. I’m done. 

SHADE 

You’ll find your training attire in that 
dresser over there. DOCTOR TRES KENDRA was 
sure of your measurements. 

TIARA 

Who? Doctor? 

SHADE 

You’ll meet her in time. For now, change 
into some more suitable attire for dinner. 
It’ll be served in 30 minutes. 

DARC 

Thanks, SHADE. 

SHADE’s figure had already been obscured by shadow as his 
form dematerializes. 

DARC 

That’s going to take some getting used to. 

TIARA 

His name is SHADE, DARC. Besides, I saw 
him do that to stop you from leaving the 
forest. 

DARC 

I get it. You don’t have my back. 

TIARA 

Relax! I was just having fun. Hashtag 
sorry not sorry, am I right? 
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DARC 

(sighs) You WOULD wouldn’t you… 

FADE OUT: 

FADE IN: 

In the dinner hall, the Seven all gather and sit 
accordingly around QUEEN VALEERA at the head of the table 
and RIEKO beside her to her right. DARC and TIARA enter the 
dinner hall accompanied by a vassal in black dinner gowns. 
DARC appearing more uncomfortable in hers than TIARA. 

DARC 

This isn’t going to work (rips the lower 
half of the gown and the sleeves) Ah, 
fresh air. 

SHADE 

(face palms) I apologize for- 

VALEERA 

It’s quite alright. Just take your seats, 
DARC and TIARA. (DARC and TIARA take their 
seats at the large banquet table as 
VALEERA claps twice) 

Butlers and servants enter in a drove carrying dinner 
plates and setting them on the table. As quickly as they 
filed in, they all exited. 

VALEERA 

Dinner is served. 

The Seven bow their heads and begin to eat. DARC and TIARA 
stagger behind and just follow along. 

RIEKO 

DILANE, (ALUCARD, hereafter DILANE) how is 
your food? 

DILANE 

Quite exquisite, my lady. Thank you. 
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VALEERA 

So, DARC—TIARA…have you had any training? 

DARC 

Nope. 

TIARA 

I’ve taken some classes in JUDO but I 
never finished it. 

DILANE 

Forget all of it. 

TIARA 

Huh? But I was trained by the country’s 
best sensei! 

SHADE 

Forget all he has taught you. It’s better 
to start from a blank canvas. That kind of 
training will only serve you against 
civilians. 

TIARA 

I…uh…I suppose. 

DILANE 

Your combat training will encompass 
several different areas of Martial Arts 
that we have appropriated accordingly to 
fighting demons. They do not fight the 
same as humans. 

DARC 

I kind of figured. 

Suddenly, a guard drops down beside QUEEN VALEERA and 
whispers into her ear as QUEEN VALEERA nods. The guard 
jumps away. 

VALEERA 

MERLIN (hereafter SIL), it appears there 
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was a breach in your perimeter barrier. 
The guard did not see anything upon their 
initial inspection but could you please 
repair it? 

SIL 

Of course your majesty. 

RIEKO 

Perfect! 

DILANE 

My lady? 

RIEKO 

This is a great opportunity for you to 
show DARC and TIARA what keeps this place 
safe! 

SHADE 

Hmmm…I concur. SIL, why don’t you show 
them the perimeter defense and let them 
see you repair it? 

SIL 

Oh, alright. If that is your desire your 
majesty. 

VALEERA 

Let it be so! Hoot! 

DARC 

(whispers to TIARA) Did the Queen just 
Hoot? 

TIARA 

(whispers back) Eh, I’m sure it’s just her 
shtick. 

SIL takes DARC and TIARA’s hand and teleports to the outer 
reaches of the forest from which they met. They walk 
several yards. 
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DARC 

Hey, this is where we met. 

TIARA 

Yeah, that’s where DILANE and ARTEMIS 
(hereafter VALE) killed that Lycan. 

SIL 

Silence. We need to be cautious. With a 
breach in the barrier, the EXTRAWORLDERS 
can attack at any moment. 

DARC 

If there was a barrier before how did the 
Lycan get in? 

SIL 

The barrier is meant to keep HIGH LORDS 
come entering. Our perimeter guards can 
handle low level Lycans. 

TIARA 

So, with the breach…these HIGH LORDS can 
come in? Are they… 

SIL 

Dangerous. Very dangerous. But it also 
means that a human can wander in and see 
the castle as well. 

They all find a trampled tree in the forest as SIL begins 
to wave her hands as the breach is revealed. It is a huge 
crack in the middle of the air as if there was a wall in 
between them and the rest of the forest, with details of 
the other side refracted slightly around the hole. 

SIL 

This is troubling. 

DARC 

What is? 
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SIL 

This is quite a big breach, that 
information was withheld. They reported no 
sightings but nothing this big could have 
breached and gotten passed our patrols. 

SIL repairs the breach after 10 minutes of incantation. 
DARC and TIARA just paced around while she was preoccupied. 

DARC 

(sights something in the distance) What’s 
that? 

TIARA 

(joins DARC) uhhh… 

SIL finishes her repairs and joins DARC and TIARA. 

SIL 

Let’s go see. 

They all travel about 60 yards to a pile of bodies. 

SIL 

(eyes glinting) That’s why no one saw 
anything…because they are all dead. 

Suddenly, heavy footsteps approach. 

SIL 

Damnit (touches TIARA) Go, alert the 
others! 

TIARA teleports away. SIL kicks DARC away and dodges as a 
huge mammoth-like demon swipes at them and misses. 

DEMON 

You are quite nimble for a witch! 

DARC 

(jaw drops) What the fuck?! 

SIL 

DARC, run … NOW! 
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DARC 

What?! 

SIL 

I couldn’t send you both away, this is 
bad! 

The demon runs towards DARC as DARC braces for an attack. 

SIL 

Rakurai Tengoku, INAZUMA! (Thunderbolt of 
Heaven, Lightning) 

A bolt of lightning emits from SIL’s hand and blasts the 
demon away from DARC. The demon brushes it off and glints. 

SIL 

Now, DARC! 

DARC 

Right! 

DARC gets up and starts running toward the castle. The 
demon punches the ground causing an upheaval and knocking 
DARC into a tree, knocking her out. 

SIL 

Damn it … Yomi no Kuni, Kekkaishin! 
(Underworld, Prevention from evil heart) 

A barrier erects around the demon and SIL. 

SIL 

You are in my realm now, demon. Reveal 
yourself! 

The demon laughs arrogantly and stomps on the ground. 

DEMON 

A servant of BELIAL condemns you! I am 
BELCHAZAR! 

SIL glints and readies herself. 
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SIL 

(thought to herself) BELIAL? This is going 
to be tough. My magic will have little 
effect on him… 

BELCHAZAR 

You and your silly spells! You will die 
here! 

SIL 

Try me! 

BELCHAZAR charges at SIL as she powers up a move. 

SIL 

Rakurai Tengoku, TETSU NO KIBA! (Lightning 
Bolt Heave, Iron Fang) 

A beam of lightning emits forward from SIL repeatedly as it 
smashes against BELCHAZAR multiple times. It does not slow 
him down as he lunges at SIL. 

SIL 

Tenshi no Ougi, FIREBRAND! (Angel 
Technique, Fire brand) 

SIL summons a fire sword and tries to parry BELCHAZAR’s 
swipe attack as he powers through her sword and slams her 
against a tree. 

BELCHAZAR 

(laughs arrogantly) You fool! I told you 
your tricks do not work against my kind! 

SIL 

Rakurai Tengoku, Tetsu no Kiba! (Iron 
Fang) 

A lightning beam shoots forward several times and lashes at 
BELCHAZAR repeatedly as he is knocked back a few feet. 

BELCHAZAR 

This is amusing little lady. But it’s over 
now. 
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SIL 

Damn… 

BELCHAZAR picks up SIL by the neck and slams her into a 
tree repeatedly and drops her on the ground like a ragdoll. 
DARC regains consciousness and looks as SIL is helpless 
against the demon. 

DARC 

No!! (staggers onto her feet) Stop! 

BELCHAZAR 

Oh, look your little duckling is standing! 

BELCHAZAR focuses his attention to DARC as he squanders 
over to DARC. DARC retreats into herself and starts 
wailing. 

DARC 

Please stop this! 

BELCHAZAR 

You try to reason with a demon!? 

BELCHAZAR arrives in front of DARC and studies her body. 

BELCHAZAR 

This? This is one of the Seven?! Pathetic! 

BELCHAZAR winds up. 

SIL 

(whispers to DARC) Thanks, DARC. 

DARC 

Huh? 

BELCHAZAR’s claws swipe down as DARC braces. After a few 
seconds DARC comes out of it and sees SIL standing in front 
of her grappling BELCHAZAR’S claws barehanded. 

BELCHAZAR 

What?! 
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SIL 

Kindan no Gihou, Ou no Kan’o (Forbidden 
Technique, Might of the King) 

SIL then twists BELCHAZAR’s arm and body slams him into the 
ground. 

BELCHAZAR 

(groans in pain) How dare you! What kind 
of magic is this! 

SIL 

The kind that is going to destroy you! 

BELCHAZAR 

Haha! You’re different from the rest of 
the witches! I’m going to enjoy eating you 
from the bottom up, while licking up your 
flesh! 

BELCHAZAR charges again at SIL as SIL dodges another swipe 
of his claw and punches him in the stomach sending him 
flying into a tree breaking it in half. BELCHAZAR gets back 
up enraged as his eyes emit a crimson red glow. 

SIL 

(to DARC) Well, it was a good attempt but 
I don’t think I can take his Rage. You’d 
better prepare for the worst, DARC. So 
much for your first day. 

DARC 

But SIL, you’re destroying him! 

SIL 

This spell destroys my mana gates. Chances 
are I’m already back to my normal physical 
body. 

DARC 

Oh crap… 
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BELCHAZAR 

Die, you mewling quim! 

BELCHAZAR charges at SIL and DARC with double the speed and 
leaves trails of scorched earth in his wake. SIL and DARC 
brace for impact as SIL slowly faints. DARC gasps for air. 
BELCHAZAR throws a punch that fills the air with howling 
wind. 

??? 

O-tto…Sorry I’m late. 

DARC 

(looks up at a figure holding the demon’s 
hand in his own, blocking the attack) 
VALOROUS! 

VALOROUS 

This guy is a nasty one isn’t he? 

TIARA 

Yo! 

DARC 

TIARA! (starts crying in joy) 

SHADE flips in and shoots two bolts from his crossblade 
Seraphim and hits BELCHAZAR in the eyes. 

SHADE 

Now, VALOROUS! 

VALOROUS 

~Yosh! 

BELCHAZAR stumbles backward after being hit by the bolts as 
VALOROUS winds up Dreadfang and slices BELCHAZAR in half as 
BELCHAZAR dissolves into the air. 

VALOROUS 

Hmph. Didn’t expect a servant of BELIAL to 
have made it this far without hearing from 
the ELF LORDS. It’s a wonder how you guys 
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survived. 

DARC 

(cries and stumbles to speak) SIL…she… 

SHADE 

Over exerted her mana gates. We must 
return to DOCTOR KENDRA at once. 

FADE OUT: 

 

 

THE END 
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